[Perianal inflammatory diseases : Classification and imaging].
During the past 30 years, classifications and scoring systems have been developed in order to evaluate and objectify the degree and activity of anorectal fistulas. Only a few of these disease-specific instruments have been adopted into daily clinical routine. Generally, clinicians tend to use global medical judgement rather than numeric activity indices, which often seem complex and time consuming. Activity scores in Crohn disease, however, appeared to be very useful in clinical trials regarding evaluation of therapy response. Thus, activity indices must be simple and reproducible. The years 1976 and 1995, in which the Parks Classification and Perianal Disease Activity Index (PDAI) were established, can be considered milestone years for classifying patients with anorectal fistulizing disease. These instruments should be recognized at present as the gold standard for evaluating the complexity as well as the severity of anorectal fistulas and perianal Crohn disease.